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Abstract—Railway hybrid power quality conditioner (HPQC) is
one of the newly proposed devices for power quality compensa-
tion in co-phase high-speed traction power supply for its benefit
in reduction of operation voltage over conventional railway power
quality conditioner (RPC). However, initial railway HPQC design
is developed based on minimum operation voltage at predefined
fixed rated load. This may not be applicable in practical condition
when load varies. In order to solve this problem, a railway HPQC
design with increased operation voltage has been investigated to en-
hance the compensation capability. Nevertheless, the compensation
capability is even larger than that required during load variations
such that the operation voltage is higher than it actually requires.
A lower operation voltage can actually be used to provide required
compensation capability when the coupled impedance is different
from the designed rated one. In this paper, the effect of coupled
impedance on the compensation capability in co-phase railway
HPQC is being analyzed. An impedance-mapping design technique
based on required compensation capability is then proposed based
on the analysis. The proposed method is advantageous for lower
operation voltage and smaller capacitance value. The effectiveness
of impedance-mapping technique is verified via simulation and
experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

POWER quality compensation is of essential importance in
traction power supply. Existence of power quality problems

in critical power systems can threaten system stability and may
damage devices or even cause system failure, which may result
in massive economic losses. Thus, it is merely important to get
rid of traction power quality problems [1].

Traction power supply without proper compensation usually
suffers from different power quality problems. Major traction
power quality problems are mainly system unbalance, reactive
power, and harmonics [2]–[4]. Concerning these power quality
problems, IEEE has developed standards for its tolerances in dif-
ferent power systems [5]. Various power quality compensation
devices have been proposed for traction power. Conventionally,
compensators such as shunt capacitive bank, passive filters, and
static var compensator (SVC) are used [6]–[8]. For instance,
the usage of shunt capacitor for railway locomotive power was
presented in 1948 in [8]. However, their dynamic performance
is poor. Compensators based on active components are therefore
proposed [8], [9]. They have better dynamic performance and is
widely used. In 2000, the usage of thyristor-switched capacitor
for traction power is reported in [10].

Most high-speed railway locomotives are electrified with
25 kV ac power [14]. In order to overcome the locomotive
limitation problems of existing high-speed traction power, the
co-phase traction power is being introduced and studied in 2006
[15]. Shown in Fig. 1 are the circuit schematics of conven-
tional and newly proposed co-phase traction power, respectively.
Power to locomotives is obtained via three-phase source grid
through substation transformer.

In conventional traction power system, locomotive power
is obtained via two different phase outputs such that neutral
sections are required to avoid risk of phase mixing. Locomo-
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Fig. 1. Circuit schematics of (a) conventional traction power supply system;
(b) co-phase traction power supply system.

Fig. 2. Detailed circuit schematics of (a) co-phase traction power supply
system with conventional RPC; (b) co-phase traction power supply system with
proposed railway HPQC.

tives lose power when passing through neutral sections and make
the structure not suitable for high-speed railway. On the other
hand, in co-phase traction, locomotive power is obtained from
one single-phase only and the quantity of isolation components
can thus be effectively reduced [16]–[18]. The structure is there-
fore suitable for high-speed railway. It is worth noticed that the
world’s first co-phase traction device has already been installed
and put into operation at the MeiShan Traction Substation of
the Chengdu-Kunming Railway in China in 2010 [19], [20].

In co-phase traction power, railway power quality conditioner
(RPC) is used to provide power quality compensation in co-
phase traction power [11]–[13]. A typical circuit of co-phase
traction power with RPC is shown in Fig. 2(a). The RPC is
basically composed of a back-to-back converter with a common
dc link, and is connected across the two substation single-phase
outputs to provide compensation for three-phase power grid.
However, with inductive coupled impedance, the RPC operation
voltage must be higher than point of common coupling (PCC)
voltage peak value and induces high cost.

Based on the consideration above, the co-phase traction power
supply with railway hybrid power quality conditioner (HPQC)
shown in Fig. 2(b) is first proposed by our research group in 2012
[21]. Different from conventional RPC, a hybrid LC-branch
structure is adopted in the converter to reduce the compensator
system and device rating. Notice that hybrid structure is adopted
in Vac phase converter only since operation voltage reduction
can be achieved only when the converter is used to output power
(Vbc phase converter is used to absorb power). The detailed rail-
way HPQC structure and control algorithm can be found in [22]
and [23]. A railway HPQC based on minimum operation voltage
requirement at rated load was proposed in [24], [25]. However,
the minimum operation voltage is only valid at rated load and

may not be applicable when load varies. Although the opera-
tion voltage can be minimized at rated load, the compensation
capability is minimized, the operation voltage thus needs to be
enhanced to a high value and excessive compensation capabil-
ity is resulted [26]. This is due to that the coupled impedance is
determined based on rated load only. It is obvious that the cou-
pled impedance will affect the compensation capability under
the same operation voltage level. When the coupled impedance
is different from rated one, the operation voltage requirement
may be reduced while providing similar performance within the
load condition range (range of compensation capability) and can
reduce initial cost.

Railway HPQC in co-phase traction power supply is first
proposed by our research group and so far the following have
been investigated:

1) adoption of hybrid structure in co-phase railway
HPQC [21];

2) derivation of control algorithm in railway HPQC
[22], [23];

3) analysis of railway HPQC operation and minimum oper-
ation voltage based on fixed rated load [24], [25];

4) investigation of the relationship between railway HPQC
operation voltage and compensation capability for provid-
ing satisfactory performance within load variations [26].

Based on the considerations of high operation voltage during
load variations mentioned earlier, in this paper, the effect of
coupled impedance on the compensation capability of railway
HPQC in co-phase traction power is being analyzed. Based on
the analysis, a novel impedance mapping technique is proposed
for reduction of operation voltage and coupled capacitance in
railway HPQC. The core idea is to map the coupled impedance
with the required compensation capability range.

In Section I, a brief introduction of research background mo-
tivation of investigating the effect of coupled impedance on
co-phase traction railway HPQC compensation capability and
proposing impedance-mapping railway HPQC is presented. In
Section II, the system control and model of railway HPQC is
provided for the analysis in this paper. The concept of compensa-
tion range to evaluate the compensation capability and the effect
of railway HPQC coupled impedance on compensation capabil-
ity is explored in Section III. In Section IV, the impedance-
mapping design technique in railway HPQC by mapping the
coupled impedance with required compensation capability is
proposed. Furthermore, the effectiveness of operation voltage
and coupled capacitance reduction using proposed technique
is explored. The detailed design procedure of railway HPQC
using proposed impedance-mapping technique is presented in
Section V. A railway HPQC using proposed impedance-
mapping technique is then designed based on practical trac-
tion power data obtained from China WuQing substation [27].
PSCAD simulations are performed and shown in Section VI.
A laboratory scale hardware prototype is also constructed. The
experimental results obtained are presented to show the effec-
tiveness of proposed impedance-mapping design technique for
reduction of operation voltage requirement and coupled ca-
pacitance without affecting the performance within required
compensation capability are shown in Section VII. Finally, a
conclusion is given in Section VIII.
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Fig. 3. System control block diagram of railway HPQC in co-phase traction
power quality compensation.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND CONTROL OF RAILWAY HPQC

In co-phase traction power, railway HPQC compensation
power is injected to the secondary side of traction power sub-
station transformer in order to provide power compensation in
the primary grid. Details about railway HPQC modeling and
control can be found in [21] and [23]. The system model and
control of railway HPQC for analysis are introduced later.

A. System Model of Co-phase Power with Railway HPQC

As observed from Fig. 2, railway HPQC is composed of a
Vac phase and a Vbc phase converters connected back-to-back
with a common dc link. The compensation current from the
two converters is defined as Ica and Icb , respectively, with the
active and reactive power output defined as pca , qca and pcb , qcb .
The angle between voltage Vac and compensation current Ica is
defined as θca . It is also assumed that the traction load is drawing
load current IL from the system, with pL and qL as load active
and reactive power.

B. System Control of Railway HPQC

Under ideal compensation, the primary source power grid
should be free of power quality problems (unity power factor
(PF), zero unbalance, and harmonics). The required compensa-
tion power output by railway HPQC can then be derived based
on the compensation requirements. Detailed derivation proce-
dures are presented in [22] and [23]. The required compensation
power, which is also the core algorithm, is shown in (1). It can be
observed that power quality compensation in co-phase traction
is accomplished by the transfer of active and reactive power.

The control block diagram of the railway HPQC for co-phase
traction power supply is given in Fig. 3, It is mainly used to
generate the compensation current reference i∗ca
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According to (1), the negative sign of pcb and qcb indicate
that during compensation, active power and reactive power are
absorbed from the system to the Vbc phase converter. A positive
voltage drop across the coupled inductance is thus resulted and

Fig. 4. Phasor diagram of Vac phase converter operation in railway HPQC
compensation for co-phase high-speed traction power supply.

makes it possible that the Vbc phase converter operation voltage
requirement can be less than the Vbc phase voltage. On the other
hand, when the coupled impedance is capacitive, the Vbc phase
operation voltage requirement will be higher than Vbc phase
voltage and the railway HPQC operation voltage requirement
will be high, which degrades the advantages of railway HPQC.
Therefore, asymmetric coupled impedance topology is adopted
in railway HPQC. More detailed information about Vbc phase
converter design was mentioned in [24] and [25]. It is shown
through the results that the dc-link operation voltage of railway
HPQC is dominated by Vac phase converter design. Therefore,
Vbc phase converter is not discussed in this paper.

Finally, after getting i∗ca , this current can be injected into the
system through Vac phase converter by hysteresis pulsewidth
modulation (PWM) in linear operation region given in [28]. In
the following section, Ica = i∗ca is assumed for simplicity in the
following sections as it does not affect the theoretical deduction
in this paper since the focus of this paper is system capacity.

In railway HPQC, the power converters used are voltage
source converters. With PWM-controlled switches, the ac volt-
age is chopped at inverter output, while the output compensa-
tion current is allowed to be controlled in different directions.
Therefore, the hybrid LC-coupled structure can somehow act as
a low-pass filter to filter the chopped waveforms and reduce the
harmonics in the output compensation current.

III. CONCEPT OF COMPENSATION RANGE TO EVALUATE

COMPENSATION CAPABILITY IN RAILWAY HPQC AND EFFECT

OF RAILWAY HPQC COUPLED IMPEDANCE ON COMPENSATION

CAPABILITY

A. Concept of Compensation Range to Evaluate
Compensation Capability

A phasor diagram showing the operation of Vac phase con-
verter in railway HPQC during compensation is given in Fig. 4.

The relationship can be further investigated mathematically,
as shown in (2)

|VinvaLC | =
√
V 2

invaLCp + V 2
invaLC q

=
√

(Vac − |Icaq | |XLCa |)2 + (|Icap | |XLCa |)2

(2)
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where

Icap = Ica cos θca Icaq = Ica sin θca

θca = tan−1

( 1√
3

(PFL) + sin
(
cos−1 (PFL)

)
1
2 (PFL)

)

where PFL is the displacement load PF.
During load variations, the load capacity and PF may change.

Two parameters r, hs , and hc are added to represent variations.
It is supposed that railway HPQC is designed according to rated
values, the load capacity is changed to r times of rated value.
Referring to (1), it can be deduced that the compensation current
Ica is changed to r times of rated values, represented as r Ica . The
parameter r can therefore be used to define load and compensa-
tion range. The compensation angle θca is changed such that the
value of cos(θca) and sin(θca) is changed to hccos(θca rated)
and hssin(θca rated), respectively. These variations can be rep-
resented by the ratio of compensation power to rated ones, as
shown in (3)
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

pca

pca rated
=
Vac · r (Ica rated) · hc (cos θca rated)
Vac · (Ica rated) · (cos θca rated)

= r · hc
qca

qca rated
=
Vac · r (Ica rated) · hs (sin θca rated)
Vac · (Ica rated) · (sin θca rated)

= r · hs
.

(3)
By substituting (3) into (2), the compensation current Icap

and Icaq is changed, as given in (4)
{
Icap = r (Ica rated) · hc (cos θca rated)
Icaq = r (Ica rated) · hs (sin θca rated) . (4)

A graph showing the variation of hs value with load PF under
different design rated PFLr is plotted in Fig. 5 according to
(3). Notice that the railway HPQC is usually designed based
on rated value and that the rated load PF is denoted as PFLr in
the figure. The rated values 0.7, 0.8, 0.85, and 0.9 are chosen
since locomotive load PF usually ranges from 0.8 to 0.9. This is
useful for later analysis.

By substituting (4) into (2), the expression for railway HPQC
operation voltage shown in (5) shown at the bottom of the page.

In order to eliminate the effect of rated parameters dur-
ing analysis, it is further assumed that the Vac phase-coupled
impedance is expressed as a function of rated voltage and com-
pensation current, as shown in (6)

XLCa = mLCa ·
∣∣∣∣

Vac

Ica rated

∣∣∣∣ . (6)

The value of coupled impedance ratio mLCa is therefore di-
rectly proportional to the coupled impedance XLCa . In other
words, a lower value of mLCa indicates smaller coupled
impedance XLCa . A simplified expression for operation volt-
age may then be obtained by substituting (6) back into (5), as
shown in (7). The expression is also divided by voltage Vac in

Fig. 5. MATLAB plot showing the variation of hs values with load PF (under
different design rated PFLr ).

Fig. 6. Phasor diagram showing the concept of compensation range in railway
HPQC operation.

order to determine the railway HPQC operation voltage rating
equation (7) is shown bottom of the page.

In (7), the parameters r, hs , and hc define load variations;
with the parameter θca rated as a constant rated value, it can be
observed that the range of loadings, which can be compensated is
determined by the operation voltage rating kinvaLC and coupled
impedance ratio mLCa .

A phasor diagram showing the concept of compensation
range is shown in Fig. 6. The shaded area represents the com-
pensation range and can be defined using the expression in
(8) equation (8) is shown bottom of the page.

Notice that the component VLCa represents the voltage across
the coupled impedance XLCa and is determined by (9)

VLCa = �Ica ·XLCa . (9)

|VinvaLC | =
√

(Vac − |r (Ica rated) · hs (sin θca rated)| |XLCa |)2 + (|r (Ica rated) · hc (cos θca rated)| |XLCa |)2 (5)
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The relationship between the parameters and the figure is
briefly discussed as follows:

1) the railway HPQC operation voltage rating is defined by
the radius of the circle C1 ;

2) as shown in (9), the coupled impedance XLCa or its ratio
mLCa is directly proportional to the amplitude of vector
VLCa ;

3) similarly, the parameter r is directly proportional to the
amplitude of vector VLCa ;

4) the values of hs and hc actually define the components
compensation active and reactive power, it therefore af-
fects the direction of vector VLCa .

It can be observed from Fig. 6 that as long as the vector
VinvaLC is located inside the shaded area, satisfactory compen-
sation performance can be provided by railway HPQC.

Referring to (4) again, as the load condition is different from
rated one, for instance, when the values of r, hS , and hc vary, the
required railway HPQC compensation power and capability will
also be different accordingly. Therefore, from now on, investiga-
tion of the compensation capability is achieved by investigating
the compensation range parameters r, hS , and hc .

B. Effect of Railway HPQC Coupled Impedance on
Compensation Capability

Referring back to (8), it can be observed that under a certain
operation voltage rating kinvaLC , as the coupled impedance
(XLCa) is different, the compensation range/capability
(r, hs, hc) in which satisfactory compensation performance can
provided will also be different.

By further manipulation of (8), the expression in (10) can be
obtained

hs sin θca rated −
√

(hs · sin θca rated )2 − 1 + (kinvaLC )2

mLCa

≤ r ≤
hs sin θca rated +

√
(hs · sin θca rated )2 − 1 + (kinvaLC )2

mLCa
.

(10)

Locomotive load PF usually ranges from 0.8 to 0.9 [29].
Supposing that the locomotive load power is unchanged at
PFL = 0.85 during variations such that hc = hs = 1, a graph
is plotted using MATLAB according to (8) in Fig. 7. A MAT-

Fig. 7. MATLAB plot showing the variation of railway HPQC compensation
range under different coupled impedance ratio mLCa (Rated PFL = 0.85).

LAB plot is constructed according to (8) and (10) to show the
variation of compensation range when the railway HPQC cou-
pled impedance ratio mLCa is different. This also shows the
compensation capability.

The effect of railway HPQC coupled impedance on compen-
sation capability in co-phase traction power may be investigated
using (10) and Fig. 7. It can be observed that under a certain value
of operation voltage rating (kinvaLC), as the coupled impedance
increases (the value of mLCa increases), the range of loading
capacity condition (value of r) would be narrower, and the mid-
dle point of the compensation range would also vary. In other
words, there is a specific combination coupled impedance ra-
tio mLCa and operation voltage rating kinvaLC that can provide
satisfactory compensation for a desired range of load condi-
tion (capacity rating rA to rB and load PF hsAandhsB ) and
compensation capability. This is also the core idea of proposed
impedance-mapping design technique.

The proposed impedance-mapping design technique is ben-
eficial for reduction of operation voltage and coupled capaci-
tance. For example, assuming that traction load capacity ranges
from 0.2 to 1.2 p.u. (as the case in WuQing substation in later
analysis), as seen from Fig. 7, when railway HPQC opera-
tion voltage rating equals 0.85, the compensation range goes
from around 0.2 to 1.2 when mLCa equals 1.2. In [24], the
railway HPQC is developed under minimum operation volt-

kinvaLC =
|VinvaLC |
Vac

=
√

(1 − |r · hs | ·mLCa · sin θca rated)2 + (|r · hc | ·mLCa · cos θca rated)2 (7)

kinvaLC ≥
√

(1 − |r · hs | ·mLCa · sin θca rated)2 + (|r · hc | ·mLCa · cos θca rated)2

kinvaLC ≥
√

(r ·mLCa)
2 − 2(r ·mLCa)(hs · sin θca rated) + 1 (8)
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age requirement, and the value of mLCa is 0.88 under similar
condition (rated PFL = 0.85). Thus, the coupled impedance
is larger when it is mapped with the compensation range.
(A larger coupled impedance infers a lower coupled
capacitance, and lower operation voltage rating. More about
reduction in coupled capacitance and operation voltage will be
discussed in next section).

IV. PROPOSED IMPEDANCE-MAPPING DESIGN TECHNIQUE IN

RAILWAY HPQC FOR REDUCTION IN OPERATION VOLTAGE AND

COUPLED CAPACITANCE

A. Proposed Impedance-Mapping Design Technique

By further manipulating the expression in (7), the coupled
impedance ratio mLCa can be expressed as a function in terms
of railway HPQC operation voltage rating (kinvaLC), and load-
ing conditions range (r, hs, hc), as shown in (11). The cou-
pled impedance may therefore be determined based on required
compensation range/capability (r, hs)

mLCa

=
(hs ) (sin θca rated ) ±

√
(hs )

2 (sin θca rated )2 + (kinvalC )2 − 1

r
.

(11)

Referring to Fig. 6, the upper and lower load capacity ratios
(in per unit value p.u.) are denoted as rA and rB , respectively,
with active and reactive power changing ratio of hsA , hca and
hsB , hcb , respectively. By substituting these boundary condi-
tions into (11), the expressions in (12) can be obtained

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

mLCa =

(hsA ) (sin θca rated ) −
√

(hsA )2 (sin θca rated )2 + (kinvaLC )2 − 1

rA

mLCa =

(hsB ) (sin θca rated ) +
√

(hsB )2 (sin θca rated )2 + (kinvaLC )2 − 1

rB
(12)

By further manipulation of (11), the middle point of the
compensation range rM can be determined according to (13)
shown at the bottom of the page.

Since the railway HPQC coupled impedance cannot be
changed easily once installed, the value of mLCa is the same
in (12). With the boundary loading conditions known, the two
unknowns in (12) are mainly coupled impedance XLCa and
the operation voltage rating kinvaLC . Solving the expression for
these two parameters yields the result in (14), which is the core
equations for impedance-mapping railway HPQC. Notice that
subscript “_map” is added to signify that the parameters are de-
termined by proposed impedance-mapping technique equation
(5) and (14) shown at the bottom of the page.

As shown in [24], the value of mLCa for minimum operation
voltage design under fixed rated load is sin θca rated . Therefore,
the expression of mLCa map in (14) may be revised as shown in
(15). A modification factor g is used to define the modification of
coupled impedance from rated one using proposed impedance-
mapping technique

mLCa map =
(

2 (rAhsA − rBhsB)
(rA )2 − (rB )2

)
(sin θca rated)

= g ·mLCa min op . (15)

When the value of the coupled impedance mLCa is deter-
mined, theVac phase-coupled inductance may then be computed
based on [25], which final determination expressions are shown
in (16) and (17)

La =
XLa

ω
=

1
ω
· kL · |XLCa |

=
1
ω

· kL · g ·mLCa min op · Vac

Ica rated
(16)

Ca =
1

ω ·Xca
=

1
ω · kC · |XLCa |

=
1

ω · kC · g ·mLCa min op
· Ica rated

Vac
(17)

rM =
rA + rB

2

=
(hsA + hsB) sin θca rated −

√
(hsA)2(sin θca rated)2 + (kinvaLC )2 − 1 +

√
(hsB)2(sin θca rated)2 + (kinvaLC )2 − 1

2mLCa

(13)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

mLCa map =
2(rAhsA − rBhsB)(sin θca rated)

(rA )2 − (rB )2

kinvaLC map =
√

(rA ·mLCa map)2 − 2(rA ·mLCa map)(hsA · sin θca rated) + 1

=
√

(rB ·mLCa map)2 − 2(rB ·mLCa map)(hsB · sin θca rated) + 1

. (14)
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where

kL =

∑∞
h=2 (rh)

2 · 2(h2 − 1)
h2

∑∞
h=2 (rh)

2 · 2(h2 − 1)2

h2

and kC = −1 − kL according to the loading conditions.
Further deducing from (15), the value of impedance modifi-

cation factor g can be determined by (18). This factor is useful
for the following analysis:

g =
2 (rAhsA − rBhsB)

(rA )2 − (rB )2 (18)

By substituting (18) into (12), the expression in (19), shown
at the bottom of the page, can be obtained. The value of rA and
rB can be changed by the factor g. The proposed impedance-
mapping design technique therefore gives one more degree to
freedom so that the railway HPQC can be designed based on
required compensation range/capability. This is not achievable
when g = 1.

B. Analysis of Effectiveness in Operation Voltage Reduction

1) Reduction in Operation Voltage Rating: As discussed,
proposed impedance-mapping technique is useful for reduction
in railway HPQC operation voltage. This may be investigated
by the ratio of operation voltage rating of impedance-mapping
railway HPQC to that of railway HPQC developed based on
minimum operation voltage at rated load. Referring to (14) and
g = 1 for minimum operation voltage design at rated load, the
ratio can be determined as (20) shown at the bottom of the page.

Assuming that the load PF is constant during load variations
such that hs = 1, a MATLAB plot is constructed according to
(20) and is shown in Fig. 8. Since the compensation range of
railway HPQC for minimum operation voltage at rated load is
always centered at 1.0, it can be observed that for load capac-
ity (r or rA ) lower than 0.65, the value of Rk is lower than
1.0, indicating that the operation voltage is reduced. The value
of g and kinvaLC may then be selected according to desired
compensation capability. For example, in the case that we in-
vestigate, the traction load capacity ranges from 0.2 to 1.2, the
value of rA is therefore located at 0.2, with Rk value of 0.96

Fig. 8. MATLAB plot showing the relationship variation of operation voltage
ratio Rk with load capacity (r) and coupled impedance modification factor
(g) to show the effectiveness of reduction in operation voltage using proposed
impedance-mapping railway HPQC.

using proposed impedance mapping design technique, as shown
in the figure. This shows reduction of operation voltage using
proposed technique.

2) Criteria for Operation Voltage Rating Reduction: It can
be observed from Fig. 8 that the operation voltage rating of
impedance-mapping railway HPQC may sometimes be larger
than that derived for minimum operation voltage at rated load.
The limitation criteria may be determined by further investi-
gating the expression in (20). Reduction of operation voltage
can be achieved when RK < 1, the expression in (21) can then
be obtained. Reduction in operation voltage is achievable using
proposed impedance-mapping technique when (21) is satisfied.
Otherwise, it is suggested to use conventional design parameter
where g = 1

r <
2 (g · hs − 1)

g2 − 1
. (21)

C. Analysis on Coupled Capacitance Reduction

1) Reduction in Coupled Capacitance: The reduction in
coupled capacitance using proposed technique is analyzed later.
Since the coupled impedance is inversely proportional to the
equivalent coupled capacitance, as shown in (22), a larger value
of XLCa (and also mLCa ) is therefore preferred for a lower

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

rA =
(hsA) (sin θca rated) −

√
(hsA)2(sin θca rated)2 + (kinvaLC)2 − 1

g ·mLCa rated

rB =
(hsB) (sin θca rated) +

√
(hsB)2(sin θca rated)2 + (kinvaLC)2 − 1

g ·mLCa rated

(19)

Rk =
kinvaLC map

kinvaLC min op

=

√
(r · g · sin θca rated)2 − 2(r · g · sin θca rated)(hs · sin θca rated) + 1

(r · sin θca rated)2 − 2(r · sin θca rated)(hs · sin θca rated) + 1
(20)
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coupled capacitance

Ceq =
1

ω ·XLCa
=

Ica rated

ω ·mLCa · Vac
. (22)

It can be deduced from (6) and (15) that the coupled
impedance of impedance mapping railway HPQC is g times that
of railway HPQC derived based on minimum operation voltage.
The ratio of equivalent coupled impedance is therefore 1/g.
These relationships are shown in (23) and (24)

XLCa map = g ·XLCa min op (23)

Ceq map =
1
g
· Ceq min op . (24)

2) Criteria for Coupled Capacitance Reduction: The
impedance-mapping railway HPQC coupled impedance can
only be reduced when 1/g <1. Combining with (18), it can
be concluded that the expression in (25) must be satisfied so
that reduction in coupled capacitance can be achieved using
impedance-mapping method

2 (rAhsA − rBhsB)
(rA )2 − (rB )2 > 1 (25)

D. Example Studies

In order to explain the analysis, two loading conditions are
being investigated later. They are developed mainly based on
the practical WuQing substation data in China.

1) rA = 0.2, rB = 1.2, hsA = hsB = 1 (WuQing Substa-
tion Data, Constant Load PF): According to the WuQing sub-
station data, the load capacity ranges from 0.2 to 1.1 p.u.
Assuming the load PF is kept constant, hsA = hsB = 1.0. By
substituting rA = 0.2, rB = 1.2, hsA = hsB = 1 into (18), it
can be computed that the value of g is around 1.43. By substi-
tuting g = 1.43 into (21), it is found that reduction in operation
voltage can be achieved since the value or r (or rA ) is lower
than 0.82. According to (20), there is around 9% reduction in
operation voltage.

With g = 1.43. the expression in (25) is satisfied, and by
substituting the values into (24), it is found that there is nearly
30% reduction in coupled capacitance.

2) rA = 0.2, rB = 1.2, hsA = 1.03, hsB = 0.96 (WuQing
Substation Data, PFL = 0.8–0.9): Still referring to WuQing
substation traction data, the load capacity is 0.2 to 1.2 p.u., but
it is further assumed that the load PF ranges from 0.8 (condi-
tion A) to 0.9 (condition B) such that hsA = 1.03, hsB = 0.96.
By substituting rA = 0.2, rB = 1.2, hsA = 1.03, hsB = 0.96
into (18), it can be computed that the value of g is 1.52. Substi-
tuting g = 1.52 into (21), it can also be found that the condition is
satisfied and a nearly 10% reduction in operation voltage can be
achieved using impedance-mapping railway HPQC according
to (20).

With g = 1.52, the expression in (25) is also satisfied, and by
substituting the values into (24), it is found that there is nearly
34% reduction in coupled capacitance.

A summary of the analysis carried out earlier is shown in
Table I to show the reduction in operation voltage rating and

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE REDUCTION IN OPERATION VOLTAGE RATING kinvaLC AND

COUPLED CAPACITANCE Ceq USING PROPOSED IMPEDANCE-MAPPING

RAILWAY HPQC DESIGN (TWO CASES)

rA rB hsA hsB g Δkin va L C ΔCe q

Case A 0.2 1.2 1 1 1.43 -9% -30%
Case B 0.2 1.2 1.03 0.96 1.52 -10% -34%

coupled impedance using proposed impedance-mapping rail-
way HPQC design in this paper.

These two example condition shows that reduction in op-
eration voltage and coupled capacitance can be achieved by
proposed impedance-mapping railway HPQC.

V. PROPOSED IMPEDANCE MAPPING RAILWAY HPQC
DESIGN PROCEDURES

Referring to the earlier analysis, the proposed impedance
mapping HPQC design is then shown later. Notice that in con-
trast to railway HPQC designed for minimum operation voltage
at rated load, as soon as the conditions in (21) and (25) are
satisfied, the coupled impedance of railway HPQC can be de-
signed based on required compensation range/capability using
proposed impedance-mapping technique for reduction in op-
eration voltage and coupled capacitance. Here are details of
proposed design:

1) record the boundary conditions of normal load capacity
rating (p.u.) and denote the lower one as rA , and larger
one as rB ;

2) record also the load PF and compute the value of hs at
boundary conditions according to (2) and (3); denote the
lower boundary one as hsA and the upper boundary one
as hsB ;

3) map the Vac coupled impedance XLCa in railway HPQC
with the desired loading variation range (compensation
range) according to (26)

|XLCa | = mLCa m ap ·
(

Vac

Ica rated

)

= g ·mLCa m in op ·
(

Vac

Ica rated

)

=
2(rA hsA − rB hsB )

(rA )2 − (rB )2 · (sin θca rated ) ·
(

Vac

Ica rated

)

(26)

4) compute to determine the Vac phase-coupled inductance
and capacitance according to (16) and (17);

5) compute the required HPQC operation voltage according
to (14);

6) determine the Vbc phase-coupled impedance according to
(27)

XLCb =
Vbc sin θcb +

√
V 2

invaLC − V 2
bccos2θcb

Icb

=
Vbc sin θcb −√V 2

invaLC − V 2
bccos2θcb

Icb
. (27)
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Fig. 9. Circuit schematic of the co-phase traction power in PSCAD simulation
verifications.

VI. SIMULATION VERIFICATIONS BASED ON PRACTICAL DATA

OF WUQING SUBSTATION

Simulations verifications are done using PSCAD to show
the reduction of operation voltage and coupled capacitance us-
ing proposed impedance-mapping railway HPQC for providing
compensation in co-phase traction power within the designed
load variation range. Shown in Fig. 9 is the simulation cir-
cuit schematic of the co-phase traction power supply under
investigation. Practical loading conditions are taken into con-
sideration to simulate real implementation. The circuit structure
resembles that of China WuQing Substation (refer to the Ap-
pendix), except that the co-phase technique is adopted. The
substation transformer is in V/V connection, and is composed
of two single-phase transformers, each of 31.5 MVA. As de-
scribed previously, in co-phase traction power, the traction load
is connected across Vac phase only and the power quality con-
ditioner, railway HPQC, is connected across Vac and Vbc phase
to provide compensation. The voltage of Vac is 27.5 kV and that
of Vbc is 13.75 kV through step-down substation transformer.
For verification of the theory and impedance-mapping design
method, railway HPQC in a two-level structure is being studied.
But the theory may be extended to be applied in a multilevel
structure.

The simulation is performed with various loading capacities.
With rated capacity at 31.5 MVA, the traction load capacity
ranges from 6.5 to 36.5 MVA (0.2–1.2 p.u.), which is 0.21 to
1.16 in per unit value. Details of the loading condition may
be found in the Appendix. It is further assumed that similar to
other traction loadings, the load PF is around 0.85. The traction
load model in the simulation is mainly used to simulate the
presence of reactive power and harmonics in traction load. In
the verification, the traction load is simulated using rectifier
RLC load, with load capacity range of 0–2.0 p.u. It is further

TABLE II
RAILWAY HPQC DESIGN WITH MINIMUM OPERATION VOLTAGE FOR RATED

LOAD OF WUQING SUBSTATION BASED ON MINIMUM OPERATION VOLTAGE

REQUIREMENT

Parameters Descriptions Value

Ic a r a t e d Va c phase compensation current 1000 A
PFL Load PF 0.85
θc a Va c phase Compensation Angle 61.28
g Va c phase-coupled impedance ratio modification factor 1.0
m L C a Va c coupled impedance ratio 0.87
La Va c coupled inductance 7.46 mH
Ca Va c coupled capacitance 123 μF
k in va L Railway HPQC operation voltage rating 0.83
Vd c DC-link voltage 34.5 kV

assumed that the load capacity varies with constant load PF such
that hs = hc = 1.0.

The performance of railway HPQC with the following two
conditions is being investigated: 1) railway HPQC developed
based on minimum operation voltage rating at rated load; and
2) railway HPQC using proposed impedance-mapping design
for operation voltage and coupled capacitance reduction. The
three-phase system source PF, current unbalance, and total har-
monics distortions (THD) are monitored according to the IEEE
standard. The main goal of railway HPQC under this simulation
verification is to provide satisfactory compensation performance
within the designed load variation range (0.2 to 1.2 p.u.) (THD
< 10%, PF > 0.98).

A. Railway HPQC Developed Based on Minimum Operation
Voltage Rating at Rated Load (Vdc = 34.5 kV)

Simulations are first done with HPQC using minimum op-
eration voltage design based on rated load. The Vac coupled
impedance ratio mLCa and railway HPQC operation voltage rat-
ing is designed according to [24]. Details of HPQC design and
component parameters can be found in Table II.

B. Simulation With Railway HPQC Using Proposed Impedan-
ce Mapping Design Based on Required Compensation Capabi-
lity (rA = 0.2, rB = 1.2, hs = 1, hc = 1, Vdc = 31.5 kV)

Next, simulation results are obtained with railway HPQC
using proposed impedance mapping design based on required
compensation range/capability. In contrast with minimum oper-
ation voltage HPQC design, the HPQC is designed to provide
satisfactory compensation for desired load capacity of 0.2 to
1.2 p.u. Assuming that the load capacity varies with fixed rated
load PF, the Vac coupled impedance ratio mLCa and railway
HPQC operation voltage rating may be designed according to
(14) and the procedures in Section IV. The HPQC parameters
with proposed design are presented in Table III. Notice that the
operation voltage 31.5 kV is lower than the peak PCC traction
load voltage (39 kV). This dc link operation voltage is also lower
than that in traditional RPC (41 kV).

The simulated system waveforms are shown in Fig. 10. Four
conditions are mainly presented, namely: 1) outside designed
compensation range near no-load conditions (0.1 p.u.); 2) within
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Fig. 10. Simulated co-phase traction power system waveforms under different
load rating and simulation conditions: (a) 0.1 p.u.; (b) 0.6 p.u.; (c) 1.0 p.u.; and
(d) 1.3 p.u.

TABLE III
DETAILED PARAMETERS OF PROPOSED IMPEDANCE MAPPING RAILWAY HPQC

DESIGN FOR 0.2–1.2 P.U. TRACTION LOAD CAPACITY VARIATION RANGE

Parameters Descriptions Value

ra Load capacity ratio 0.2
rb Load capacity ratio 1.2
Ic a Va c phase compensation current 1000 A
PFL Load PF 0.85
θ c a Va c phase compensation angle 61.28
g Va c phase-coupled impedance ratio modification factor 1.44
mL C a Va c coupled impedance ratio 1.26
La Va c coupled inductance 10.9 mH
Ca Va c coupled capacitance 84 μF
kin va L Railway HPQC operation voltage rating 0.79
Vd c DC-link voltage 31.5 kV

Fig. 11. Simulated system source PF performance in co-phase traction power
under different load capacity.

Fig. 12. Simulated system source current THD performance in co-phase trac-
tion power under different load capacity.

designed compensation range (0.6 p.u.); 3) within designed
compensation range at rated load (1.0 p.u.); and 4) outside de-
signed compensation range at over load (1.3 p.u.). More simu-
lation performance of source PF, current harmonic distortions,
and system unbalance under different load capacity are shown
in Figs. 11–13.

It can be observed from the figure that for railway HPQC
developed based on minimum operation at rated load, the com-
pensation performance is satisfactory even when outside the
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Fig. 13. Simulated system source current unbalance performance in co-phase
traction power under different load capacity.

compensation range (0.1, 1.3 p.u.), indicating that the compensa-
tion capability is more than enough. This causes high excessive
operation voltage and coupled capacitance. On the other hand,
with proposed impedance-mapping technique in railway HPQC,
satisfactory compensation performance within the load range
(0.2 to 1.2 p.u.), but with a 9% reduction in operation voltage.
Moreover, there is around 30% reduction in the coupled capac-
itance. This is consistent with previous analysis and shows the
effectiveness of proposed impedance-mapping railway HPQC
in reducing operation voltage and coupled capacitance. Notice
that the system performance is more or less the same within the
load variation range (0.2 to 1.2 p.u.).

C. Performance of Railway HPQC Using Proposed
Impedance-Mapping Technique Under Step Load Change

Next, the performance of railway HPQC using proposed
impedance-mapping design under step load condition change
is investigated. It is assumed that the load capacity is changed
from 0.6 p.u. (middle of compensation range) to 1.0 p.u. (rated
load) at 0.4 second. The simulated system waveforms are shown
in Fig. 14. It can be observed the power quality compensation
performance is both satisfactory.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to further verify the proposed impedance-mapping
design of railway HPQC based on load range, experimental re-
sults are obtained from a laboratory scaled co-phase traction
power supply system. For safety concern in laboratories, the
traction load voltage used is scaled down by 1:550 compared to
practical 27.5 kV system. Detailed circuit schematics and hard-
ware appearance is shown in Fig. 15. It is also assumed that the
desired load/compensation range is 0.2 to 1.2 p.u., which is the
same as the one at WuQing substation. The three-phase source
power quality is being monitored and the results obtained using
HPQC with proposed impedance mapping design are presented
later to show its validity.

The HPQC is designed according to the proposed impedance
mapping method within this document. Detailed HPQC param-
eter design used in the experiment is presented in Table IV.

Fig. 14. Simulated system waveforms of co-phase traction power supply with
railway HPQC using proposed impedance-mapping design technique: (a) sys-
tem source voltage; (b) traction load current; (c) system source current; and (d)
Vac phase and Vb c phase compensation current.

Fig. 15. Circuit schematics and appearance of the laboratory scaled hardware
prototype of 150VA co-phase traction power supply system.

TABLE IV
PROPOSED HPQC PARAMETER DESIGN USED IN EXPERIMENT FOR 0.2–1.2 P.U.

TRACTION LOAD CAPACITY

Parameters Descriptions Value

rA Load capacity ratio 0.2
rB Load capacity ratio 1.2
Ic a Va c phase compensation current 2.65 A
PFL Load PF 0.85
θ c a Va c phase compensation angle 61.28
g Va c phase-coupled impedance ratio modification factor 1.44
mL a Va c coupled impedance ratio 1.25
La Va c coupled inductance 7.9 mH
Ca Va c coupled capacitance 122 μF
kin va L Railway HPQC operation voltage rating 0.79
Vd c DC-link voltage 57 V
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Fig. 16. Hardware experimental source voltage and current waveforms ob-
tained under 0.2 p.u. loading condition.

Fig. 17. Hardware experimental source voltage and current waveforms ob-
tained under 0.6 p.u. loading condition.

Fig. 18. Hardware experimental source voltage and current waveforms ob-
tained under 1.0p.u. loading condition.

Hardware results are obtained under 0.2 to 1.4 p.u. load
for each 0.2 p.u. Some captured waveforms are shown in
Figs. 16–19 for loading condition of 0.2, 0.6, 1.0, and 1.4 p.u.
The reasons for showing these waveforms are to show typical
conditions within and outside the designed load range. It can
be seen from the figures that within the designed load range
(0.2–1.2 p.u.), the performance is satisfactory, and outside the

Fig. 19. Hardware experimental source voltage and current waveforms ob-
tained under 1.4 p.u. loading condition.

Fig. 20. Experimental performance of system source PF in co-phase trac-
tion power under different load capacity (a) without compensation; (b) with
compensation using HPQC with proposed design (Vdc = 57 V).

Fig. 21. Experimental performance of system source current THD in co-phase
traction power under different load capacity (a) without compensation; (b) with
compensation using HPQC with proposed impedance mapping design (Vdc =
57 V).
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Fig. 22. Experimental performance of system source current unbalance in co-
phase traction power under different load capacity (a) without compensation;
(b) with compensation using HPQC with proposed impedance mapping design
(Vdc = 57 V).

compensation range, distortions are found in the waveforms.
Detailed compensation performances of system source cur-
rent unbalance, harmonic distortions and PF under the loading
condition investigated are presented in Figs. 20–22. It can be
clearly shown that the compensation performance is satisfactory
within the designed compensation range using railway HPQC
with the proposed design. This then shows the validity of the
proposed impedance-mapping design technique to provide sat-
isfactory compensation performance for desired compensation
range/capability. Moreover, the railway HPQC operation volt-
age using proposed impedance mapping design is still lower the
conventional RPC operation voltage.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the effect of co-phase railway HPQC coupled
impedance on compensation capability is being analyzed and
a novel impedance-mapping design technique according to re-
quired capability is proposed based on the analysis. The pro-
posed impedance-mapping design technique is beneficial for
reduction in operation voltage and coupled capacitance while
providing satisfactory compensation performance for a desired
range of loadings in co-phase high-speed power supply. Details
of the theoretical derivations and analysis on the operation volt-
age and coupled capacitance using impedance-mapping railway
HPQC are covered in this paper. Practical WuQing substation
data are used to perform PSCAD simulation verifications. It is
found that there is 9% reduction in operation voltage and 30%
reduction in coupled capacitance compared to railway HPQC
design in previous works. The system performance is satisfac-
tory and is more or less the same within load variation range. A
lab-scaled hardware prototype is also constructed and the perfor-
mance of newly proposed impedance-mapping railway HPQC
is verified. Reduction of operation voltage and coupled capac-
itance reduces the cost. Moreover, the proposed impedance-
mapping design technique may also be extended to other
applications of hybrid LC coupled converter in which active

Fig. A1. Vector definition in the derivation of required power.

and reactive power transfer is involved, such as the renewable
energy converters in smart grid.

APPENDIX

In order to maintain the focus of the paper, the following
parts are shown as appendix, including the derivation of the
RPC/railway HPQC control algorithm as well as details of the
practical WuQing substation data.

A. Derivation of the Control Algorithm in Co-phase Traction
Power Quality Conditioner

No matter which power quality conditioner, either conven-
tional RPC or newly proposed railway HPQC, is being used,
power quality compensation is provided to the primary source
from transformer secondary side (load side). Since the ul-
timate goal of the power quality conditioner is to provide
power quality compensation at the grid side, it is very im-
portant that the power quality parameter at grid side is being
modeled using the parameters at the transformer secondary
side. The required output compensation power and thus cur-
rent from the power quality conditioner can then be determined
based on the power quality requirement. Details of the deriva-
tion may be referred in (reference). Some key equations and
ideas are presented in this appendix to give readers a clear
picture.

First, it is essential to define the parameters within the anal-
ysis. The derivation is performed based on the parameter defi-
nition in Fig. 2. Shown in Fig. A1 is a vector diagram showing
the definition of the parameters in the derivation.

The Vac and Vbc phase voltage and current are defined as
shown in (A1)

⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩

.

Vac = Vace
−jψa

.

Ia = Iae
−j (ψa +φa )

.

Vbc = Vbce
−jψb

.

Ib = Ibe
−j (ψb +φb )

|Vbc | = |Vac |
. (A1)
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Fig. A2. Graph showing the active and reactive power obtained from the
24-hour continuous monitoring at WuQing substation.

For the system unbalance, it is being modeled using method
of symmetrical components. It is stated in IEEE standard that
the presence of negative sequence indicates system unbalance
and system unbalance may be represented as a ratio of negative
sequence to fundamental components. The derived model of
negative sequence current I− and positive- and zero-sequence
current I+ and I0 are shown in (A2)

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

.

I0 = 0
.

I− =
1√
3K

[
Ia e

−j (ψ a +φa ) · e−j 30◦
+ Ib e

−j (ψ b +φ b ) · e−j 90◦]
.

I+ =
1√
3K

[
Ia e

−j (ψ a +φa ) · e+ j 30◦
+ Ib e

−j (ψ b +φ b ) · e+ j 90◦]
.

(A2)
The PF of the three-phase source grid, PFA, PFB, and PFC for

phases A, B, and C, respectively, can be derived mathematically,
as shown in (A3)

PFA = cos (0◦ + ψa + φa)

PFB = cos (−120◦ + ψb + φb)

PFC = cos
(
−240◦ + tan−1

(
Ia sinϕa + Ib sinϕb
−Ia cosϕa − Ib cosϕb

))
.

(A3)

As for the harmonics, they can be compensated by compen-
sating with the ac portion of instantaneous active power and all
instantaneous reactive power.

The power quality at the three-phase source grid side in co-
phase traction power with V/V transformer can then be modeled
using (A4). However, the equations in (A4) are still not enough
to derive the required output compensation power of the power
quality conditioner since there are too many unknowns equation
(A4) is shown bottom of the page.

where ϕa = ψa + φa and ϕb = ψb + φb
Therefore, another equation, shown in (A5), is added during

the derivation. It reflects the fact that no active power is being
stored in the power quality conditioner during compensation

Ia cosφa + Ib cosφb = IL cosφL = ILp . (A5)

The required power quality compensation power can then be
computed by further manipulations according to the power qual-
ity requirements. For instance, for ideal compensation of PFA
= PFB = PFC = 1, I− = 0, Ih = 0, the required active and re-
active power output p and q, of Vac and Vbac phase (symbolized
by ac and bc respectively), are shown in (A6)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

pca

qca

pcb

qcb

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0.5p̄L + p̃L

0.2887p̄L + qL

−0.5p̄L

−0.2887p̄L

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (A6)

For example, the compensation control algorithm within this
paper is developed based on (A6).

B. Details of WuQing Practical Traction Data

It is already stated that the simulations within this paper are
performed based on the data obtained from the WuQing substa-
tion in China. In 2009, an analysis is done by the China Electric
Power Research Institute to investigate the Beijing-Tianjin high-
speed railway. The data are obtained by monitoring the power
quality of the substation for 24 hours continuously. Details can
be found in the Appendix section.

First, the circuit structure of WuQing substation power sup-
ply is introduced. Similar to most existing traction power sup-
plies, the 220 kV three-phase power is transformed into two
single-phase 27.5 kV outputs through substation transformer.
The WuQing substation transformer is composed of two single-
phase transformers, with V/V connection. Each transformer is

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

PFA = cos (30◦ + φa)
PFB = cos (−30◦ + φb)

PFC = cos
(
−240◦ + tan−1

(
Ia sinϕa + Ib sinϕb

−Ia cosϕa − Ib cosϕb

))

Unbalance :
∣∣∣
.

I−
∣∣∣ = 1√

3K

√
Ia

2 + Ib
2 + 2IaIb cos (−120◦ + φa − φb)

Ih =

√
∞∑
n=2

I2
n

(A4)
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TABLE A1
DATA EXTRACTED FROM FIG. A2 FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS AND INVESTIGATION

WITHIN THIS REPORT

Minimum Maximum Rated

Active Power |P| (MW) 0.0 35.0 =
Reactive Power |Q| (MVar) 6.0 10.5 =
Total Capacity (MVA) 6.0 36.5 31.5
Total Capacity (p.u.) 0.2 1.15 1.0

of 31.5 MVA capacity, and the locomotives are electrified with
27.5 ac power output of the transformer secondary side.

The active and reactive power data obtained from the 24-
hour continuous monitoring at WuQing substation are shown in
Fig. A2. Useful data are then extracted from the figure and can be
found in Table A1. The minimum and maximum load capacity
is used to determine the loading capacity range for the design
of railway HPQC.

The data are then used for the design of railway HPQC in the
paper. It is assumed that the traction load capacity ranges from
0.2 to 1.2 p.u. and details of railway HPQC design according to
this assumption are presented in the main content.
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